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Read Book Persuader Jack Reacher
7 Lee Child
When somebody should go to the book stores, search instigation by shop, shelf by
shelf, it is essentially problematic. This is why we allow the book compilations in this
website. It will certainly ease you to look guide Persuader Jack Reacher 7 Lee
Child as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in fact want, you can
discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be
every best area within net connections. If you goal to download and install the
Persuader Jack Reacher 7 Lee Child, it is extremely easy then, in the past currently
we extend the partner to buy and make bargains to download and install Persuader
Jack Reacher 7 Lee Child thus simple!

KEY=REACHER - LONG BYRON
PERSUADER
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Delacorte Press THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK REACHER
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE
STREAMING SERIES REACHER “Gripping and suspenseful . . . Child ratchets
up the suspense to new heights.”—The Denver Post Jack Reacher lives for
the moment. Without a home. Without commitment. And with a burning
desire to right wrongs—and rewrite his own agonizing past. DEA Susan
Duﬀy is living for the future, knowing that she has made a terrible mistake
by putting one of her own female agents into a death trap within a heavily
guarded Maine mansion. Staging a brilliant ruse, Reacher hurtles into the
dark heart of a vast criminal enterprise. Trying to rescue an agent whose
time is running out, Reacher enters a crime lord’s waterfront fortress.
There he will ﬁnd a world of secrecy and violence—and confront some
unﬁnished business from his own past.

PERSUADER
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Dell THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK REACHER SERIES THAT
INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE STREAMING SERIES
REACHER “Gripping and suspenseful . . . Child ratchets up the suspense to
new heights.”—The Denver Post Jack Reacher lives for the moment.
Without a home. Without commitment. And with a burning desire to right
wrongs—and rewrite his own agonizing past. DEA Susan Duﬀy is living for
the future, knowing that she has made a terrible mistake by putting one of
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her own female agents into a death trap within a heavily guarded Maine
mansion. Staging a brilliant ruse, Reacher hurtles into the dark heart of a
vast criminal enterprise. Trying to rescue an agent whose time is running
out, Reacher enters a crime lord’s waterfront fortress. There he will ﬁnd a
world of secrecy and violence—and confront some unﬁnished business from
his own past.

PERSUADER
(JACK REACHER 7)
Random House An elite ex-military cop, Jack Reacher gets caught in the
middle of an oﬀ-the-books FBI drug investigation when he spots an old
nemesis--believed to be dead for ten years--alive and well in Boston and
his attempts to tap into his old resources for help brings the federal agents
to his door.

PERSUADER
(JACK REACHER 7)
Random House "Ballsy, dynamic and not for the faint-hearted." (Daily Mail)
Never forgive, never forget. Jack Reacher lives for the moment. Without a
home. Without commitment. But he has a burning desire to right wrongs and rewrite his own agonizing past. Never apologize. Never explain. When
Reacher witnesses a brutal kidnap attempt, he takes the law into his own
hands. But a cop dies. Has Reacher lost his sense of right and wrong?
_________ Although the Jack Reacher novels can be read in any order,
Persuader is seventh in the series. And be sure not to miss Reacher's
newest adventure, no.26, Better oﬀ Dead! ***OUT NOW***

THE ESSENTIAL JACK REACHER 12-BOOK BUNDLE
Delacorte Press “If you’re a thriller fan and you’re not reading the Reacher
series . . . you’re not a thriller fan.”—Chicago Tribune Jack Reacher is the
most compelling hero in action and suspense today—hailed by Stephen
King as “the coolest continuing series character now on oﬀer” and a
household name for legions of fans who can’t get enough of Lee Child’s #1
bestsellers. “The truth about Reacher gets better and better.”—Janet
Maslin, The New York Times Once an elite military cop, Reacher is now a
man with no phone, no address, and no ties anywhere. He wanders the
land and lives in the moment—a cool-headed righter of wrongs who can’t
let the bad guys get away with anything. This addictive eBook bundle
features twelve Reacher adventures, which can be read in any order. But
fair warning: Once you start, you won’t stop until you’ve ﬁnished them all.
PERSUADER THE ENEMY ONE SHOT THE HARD WAY BAD LUCK AND
TROUBLE NOTHING TO LOSE GONE TOMORROW 61 HOURS WORTH DYING
FOR THE AFFAIR A WANTED MAN NEVER GO BACK Also includes the eBook
short stories “Second Son,” “Deep Down,” and “High Heat” as well as a
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preview of the highly anticipated new Jack Reacher thriller, Personal!
Praise for #1 bestselling author Lee Child and his Reacher series “Child is a
superb craftsman of suspense.”—Entertainment Weekly “Like his hero Jack
Reacher, Lee Child seems to make no wrong steps.”—Associated Press
“Lee Child [is] the current poster-boy of American crime ﬁction.”—Los
Angeles Times “Indisputably the best escape artist in this escapist
genre.”—Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times “Jack Reacher is much more
like the heir to the Op and Marlowe than Spenser ever was. . . . Reacher is
as appealingly misanthropic as ever.”—Esquire “For pure fun, the Reacher
novels are easily the best thriller series going.”—NPR “Widely admired by
other writers as a master craftsman of action thrillers.”—The Wall Street
Journal “Implausible, irresistible Reacher remains just about the best buttkicker in thriller-lit.”—Kirkus Reviews

THE ESSENTIAL JACK REACHER, VOLUME 1, 7-BOOK BUNDLE
PERSUADER, THE ENEMY, ONE SHOT, THE HARD WAY, BAD LUCK AND
TROUBLE, NOTHING TO LOSE, GONE TOMORROW
Delacorte Press Seven modern classics featuring the ultimate thriller hero,
Jack Reacher—hailed by Stephen King as “the coolest continuing series
character now on oﬀer” Once an elite military cop, Reacher is now a man
with no phone, no address, and no ties anywhere. He wanders the land and
lives in the moment—a cool-headed righter of wrongs who won’t let the
bad guys get away with anything. This addictive eBook bundle features
seven Reacher adventures, which can be read in any order. But fair
warning: Once you start, you won’t stop until you’ve ﬁnished them all.
PERSUADER THE ENEMY ONE SHOT THE HARD WAY BAD LUCK AND
TROUBLE NOTHING TO LOSE GONE TOMORROW Also includes a preview of
the highly anticipated new Jack Reacher thriller, Make Me! Praise for #1
bestselling author Lee Child and his Reacher series “Welcome to the
relentless world of Jack Reacher and his impressive tendency to be in the
wrong place at the right time. . . . Child has created an iconic character
that other thriller writers try to emulate but don’t come close to
matching.”—Associated Press “[Reacher] is the stuﬀ of myth, a great male
fantasy. . . . One of this century’s most original, tantalizing pop-ﬁction
heroes.”—The Washington Post “Child is a superb craftsman of
suspense.”—Entertainment Weekly “Easily the best thriller series
going.”—NPR “The truth about Reacher gets better and better.”—Janet
Maslin, The New York Times “If you’re a thriller fan and you’re not reading
the Reacher series, you’re not a thriller fan.”—Chicago Tribune

NOTHING TO LOSE
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Delacorte Press Two lonely towns in Colorado: Hope and Despair. Between
them, twelve miles of empty road. Jack Reacher never turns back. It's not
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in his nature. All he wants is a cup of coﬀee. What he gets is big trouble.
So in Lee Child’s electrifying new novel, Reacher—a man with no fear, no
illusions, and nothing to lose—goes to war against a town that not only
wants him gone, it wants him dead. It wasn’t the welcome Reacher
expected. He was just passing through, minding his own business. But
within minutes of his arrival a deputy is in the hospital and Reacher is back
in Hope, setting up a base of operations against Despair, where a huge,
seething walled-oﬀ industrial site does something nobody is supposed to
see . . . where a small plane takes oﬀ every night and returns seven hours
later . . . where a garrison of well-trained and well-armed military
cops—the kind of soldiers Reacher once commanded—waits and watches . .
. where above all two young men have disappeared and two frightened
young women wait and hope for their return. Joining forces with a beautiful
cop who runs Hope with a cool hand, Reacher goes up against
Despair—against the deputies who try to break him and the rich man who
tries to scare him—and starts to crack open the secrets, starts to expose
the terrifying connection to a distant war that’s killing Americans by the
thousand. Now, between a town and the man who owns it, between
Reacher and his conscience, something has to give. And Reacher never
gives an inch.

THE ENEMY
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Delacorte Press THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK REACHER
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE UPCOMING
STREAMING SERIES REACHER “A thriller that gallops at a breakneck
pace.”—Chicago Sun-Times Jack Reacher. Hero. Loner. Soldier. Soldier’s
son. An elite military cop, he was one of the army’s brightest stars. But in
every cop’s life there is one case that changes everything. For Jack
Reacher, this is that case. New Year’s Day, 1990. In a North Carolina motel,
a two-star general is found dead. His briefcase is missing. Nobody knows
what was in it. Within minutes Reacher has his orders: Control the
situation. Within hours the general’s wife is murdered. Then the dominoes
really start to fall. Somewhere inside the vast worldwide fortress that is
the U.S. Army, Reacher is being set up as a fall guy with the worst enemies
a man can have. But Reacher won’t quit. He’s ﬁghting a new kind of
war—against an enemy he didn’t know he had. And against a conspiracy
more chilling, ingenious, and treacherous than anyone could have guessed.
The Enemy, like most of the books in the Jack Reacher series, can be read
as a standalone thriller.

PERSUADER - BOOK 7 - JACK REACHER
Never forgive, never forget. Jack Reacher lives for the moment. Without a
home. Without commitment. But he has a burning desire to right wrongs -
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and rewrite his own agonizing past. Never apologize. Never explain. When
Reacher witnesses a brutal kidnap attempt, he takes the law into his own
hands. But a cop dies. Has Reacher lost his sense of right and wrong?

BLUE MOON
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Dell #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jack Reacher comes to the aid of
an elderly couple . . . and confronts his most dangerous opponents yet.
“Jack Reacher is today’s James Bond, a thriller hero we can’t get enough
of.”—Ken Follett “This is a random universe,” Reacher says. “Once in a
blue moon things turn out just right.” This isn’t one of those times.
Reacher is on a Greyhound bus, minding his own business, with no
particular place to go, and all the time in the world to get there. Then he
steps oﬀ the bus to help an old man who is obviously just a victim waiting
to happen. But you know what they say about good deeds. Now Reacher
wants to make it right. An elderly couple have made a few well-meaning
mistakes, and now they owe big money to some very bad people. One
brazen move leads to another, and suddenly Reacher ﬁnds himself a
wanted man in the middle of a brutal turf war between rival Ukrainian and
Albanian gangs. Reacher has to stay one step ahead of the loan sharks, the
thugs, and the assassins. He teams up with a fed-up waitress who knows a
little more than she’s letting on, and sets out to take down the powerful
and make the greedy pay. It’s a long shot. The odds are against him. But
Reacher believes in a certain kind of justice . . . the kind that comes along
once in a blue moon. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
EVENING STANDARD

61 HOURS
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Delacorte Press #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • THE BLOCKBUSTER
JACK REACHER SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND
THE UPCOMING STREAMING SERIES REACHER “Reacher gets better and
better. . . . [This is the] craftiest and most highly evolved of Lee Child’s
electrifying Reacher books.”—Janet Maslin, The New York Times A bus
crashes in a savage snowstorm and lands Jack Reacher in the middle of a
deadly confrontation. In nearby Bolton, South Dakota, one brave woman is
standing up for justice in a small town threatened by sinister forces. If
she’s going to live long enough to testify, she’ll need help. Because a killer
is coming to Bolton, a coldly proﬁcient assassin who never misses.
Reacher’s original plan was to keep on moving. But the next 61 hours will
change everything. The secrets are deadlier and his enemies are stronger
than he could have guessed—but so is the woman he’ll risk his life to save.
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TRIPWIRE
Penguin Settling into a peaceful life in Key West, Reacher's world is turned
upside down when a stranger comes looking for him, a man who turns up
dead in the Old Town cemetery and who leads him on a perilous trail to
New York, where he confronts an alluring woman from his past, and a
deadly opponent. Reissue.

WITHOUT FAIL
PERSONAL
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Delacorte Press #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jack Reacher returns in
another fast-moving, action-packed, suspenseful book from Lee Child. You
can leave the army, but the army doesn’t leave you. Not always. Not
completely, notes Jack Reacher—and sure enough, the retired military cop
is soon pulled back into service. This time, for the State Department and
the CIA. Someone has taken a shot at the president of France in the City of
Light. The bullet was American. The distance between the gunman and the
target was exceptional. How many snipers can shoot from three-quarters
of a mile with total conﬁdence? Very few, but John Kott—an American
marksman gone bad—is one of them. And after ﬁfteen years in prison, he’s
out, unaccounted for, and likely drawing a bead on a G8 summit packed
with enough world leaders to tempt any assassin. If anyone can stop Kott,
it’s the man who beat him before: Reacher. And though he’d rather work
alone, Reacher is teamed with Casey Nice, a rookie analyst who keeps her
cool with Zoloft. But they’re facing a rough road, full of ruthless mobsters,
Serbian thugs, close calls, double-crosses—and no backup if they’re
caught. All the while Reacher can’t stop thinking about the woman he once
failed to save. But he won’t let that that happen again. Not this time. Not
Nice. Reacher never gets too close. But now a killer is making it personal.
Praise for Personal “The best one yet.”—Stephen King “Reacher is the stuﬀ
of myth, a great male fantasy. . . . One of this century’s most original,
tantalizing pop-ﬁction heroes . . . Child does a masterly job of bringing his
adventure to life with endless surprises and ﬁerce suspense.”—The
Washington Post “Yet another satisfying page-turner.”—Entertainment
Weekly “Reacher is always up for a good ﬁght, most entertainingly when
he goes mano a mano with a seven-foot, 300-pound monster of a mobster
named Little Joey. But it’s Reacher the Teacher who wows here.”—Marilyn
Stasio, The New York Times

WITHOUT FAIL
Penguin Jack Reacher takes aim at the White House in the sixth novel in
Lee Child’s New York Times bestselling series. Skilled, cautious, and
anonymous, Jack Reacher is perfect for the job: to assassinate the vice
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president of the United States. Theoretically, of course. A female Secret
Service agent wants Reacher to ﬁnd the holes in her system, and
fast—because a covert group already has the vice president in their sights.
They’ve planned well. There’s just one thing they didn’t plan on: Reacher.

WORTH DYING FOR
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Delacorte Press THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK REACHER
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE
STREAMING SERIES REACHER A heart-racing page-turner that hits the
ground running and then accelerates all the way to a colossal showdown
“Jack Reacher is the coolest continuing series character now on
oﬀer.”—Stephen King, in Entertainment Weekly There’s deadly trouble in
the corn country of Nebraska . . . and Jack Reacher walks right into it. First
he falls foul of the Duncans, a local clan that has terriﬁed an entire county
into submission. But it’s the unsolved case of a missing child, already
decades old, that Reacher can’t let go. The Duncans want Reacher
gone—and it’s not just past secrets they’re trying to hide. They’re awaiting
a secret shipment that’s already late—and they have the kind of customers
no one can aﬀord to annoy. For as dangerous as the Duncans are, they’re
just the bottom of a criminal food chain stretching halfway around the
world. For Reacher, it would have made much more sense to keep on
going, to put some distance between himself and the hard-core trouble
that’s bearing down on him. For Reacher, that was also impossible.

THE SHADOW
Grand Central Publishing Before Alex Cross, before Michael Bennett, before
Jack Reacher, there was The Shadow! The world’s bestselling author, James
Patterson, reimagines one of America’s iconic thriller heroes. Only two
people know that 1930s society man Lamont Cranston has a secret identity
as the Shadow, a crusader for justice. One is his greatest love, Margo Lane,
and the other is ﬁercest enemy, Shiwan Khan. When Khan ambushes the
couple, they must risk everything for the slimmest chance of survival . . . in
the future. A century and a half later, Lamont awakens in a world both
unknown and disturbingly familiar. The ﬁrst person he meets is Maddy
Gomes, a teenager with her own mysterious secrets, including a knowledge
of the legend of the Shadow. Most disturbing, Khan's power continues to
be felt over the city and its people. No one in this new world understands
the dangers of stopping him better than Lamont Cranston. And only the
Shadow knows that he’s the one person who might succeed before more
innocent lives are lost.

KILLING FLOOR
Penguin THE FIRST NOVEL IN LEE CHILD'S #1 NEW YORK TIMES
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BESTSELLING JACK REACHER SERIES—NOW AN ORIGINAL SERIES ON PRIME
VIDEO! “From its jolting opening scene to its ﬁery ﬁnal confrontation,
Killing Floor is irresistible.”—People Ex-military policeman Jack Reacher is a
drifter. He’s just passing through Margrave, Georgia, and in less than an
hour, he’s arrested for murder. Not much of a welcome. All Reacher knows
is that he didn’t kill anybody. At least not here. Not lately. But he doesn’t
stand a chance of convincing anyone. Not in Margrave, Georgia. Not a
chance in hell.

DIE TRYING
Penguin Jack Reacher ﬁnds himself in bad company in the second novel in
Lee Child’s New York Times bestselling series. Jack Reacher is an innocent
bystander when he witnesses a woman kidnapped oﬀ a Chicago street in
broad daylight. In the wrong place at the wrong time, he’s kidnapped with
her. Chained together, locked in the back of a stiﬂing van, and racing
across America to an unknown destination for an unknown purpose,
they’re at the mercy of a group of men demanding an impossible ransom.
Because this mysterious woman is worth more than Reacher ever
suspected. Now he has to save them both—from the inside out—or die
trying...

RUNNING BLIND
Penguin Jack Reacher races to solve the perfect crime in the fourth novel in
Lee Child’s New York Times bestselling series. Across the country, women
are being murdered, victims of a disciplined and clever killer who leaves no
trace evidence, no fatal wounds, no signs of struggle, and no clues to an
apparent motive. They are, truly, perfect crimes. In fact, there’s only one
thing that links the victims. Each one of the women knew Jack
Reacher—and it’s got him running blind.

THE CHRISTMAS SCORPION: A JACK REACHER STORY
Delacorte Press THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK REACHER
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE UPCOMING
STREAMING SERIES REACHER Jack Reacher’s spending the holidays in
California. The last thing he expects is a blizzard—or a visit from the
world’s deadliest assassin. On Christmas Eve, Jack Reacher stumbles into a
no-name bar in the California desert, desperate to take refuge from an
unexpected snowstorm. Reacher came to Barstow for a little R&R. Instead,
he’s sequestered in a dark little roadhouse with a bartender, a bewildered
elderly couple—and two members of Britain’s Royal Military Police. They
tell Reacher they were escorting a VIP to a top-secret meeting at a U.S.
military base when they became separated from their charge. That’s when
the threat came in from a notorious assassin: the Christmas Scorpion. Now
they need a miracle to save the day. Or maybe all they need is Jack
Reacher.
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REACHER SAID NOTHING
LEE CHILD AND THE MAKING OF MAKE ME
John Wiley & Sons It had never been attempted before, and might never be
done again. One man watching another man write a novel from beginning
to end. On September 1, 2014, in an 11th ﬂoor apartment in New York, Lee
Child embarked on the twentieth book in his globally successful Jack
Reacher series. Andy Martin was there to see him do it, sitting a couple of
yards behind him, peering over his shoulder as the writer took another
drag of a Camel cigarette and tapped out the ﬁrst sentence: “Moving a guy
as big as Keever wasn’t easy.” Miraculously, Child and Martin stuck with it,
in tandem, for the next 8 months, right through to the bitter-sweet end
and the last word, “needle”. Reacher Said Nothing is a one-of-a-kind metabook, an uncompromising account in real time of the genesis, evolution
and completion of a single work, Make Me. While unveiling the art of
writing a thriller Martin also gives us a unique insight into the everyday life
of an exemplary writer. From beginning to end, Martin captures all the
sublime conﬁdence, stumbling uncertainty, omniscience, cluelessness,
ecstasy, despair, and heart-thumping suspense that go into writing a
number-one bestseller.

MY SISTER'S KEEPER
McBryde Publishing, LLC Ever since his younger sister Martha woke him
early one Sunday morning holding a Rubic's Cube in the palm of her hand
with all the colored squares in perfect alignment, in some backward way,
twelve-year-old Richard Baimbridge became his sister's motivation. If she
saw me give up on anything, regardless of how insigniﬁcant-forgetting a
phone number, ﬁnding the right nut to ﬁt a bolt, or ﬁxing a broken toyshe'd go after it with fanaticism and would not give up until she'd ﬁgured it
out.Being better than Richard challenged Martha and when she succeeded,
it fulﬁlled her. Richard was proud of her, but not like their Dad. Their Dad
loved it. It seemed the more Martha outdid Richard, the more he liked it.
By the time Richard left home at eighteen, there was a gap between his
father and him that an ocean couldn't ﬁll.But when Martha is brutally
attacked while investigating the rape and attempted murder of a thirteenyear old for the News & Observer, Richard Baimbridge moves back to his
hometown of Wilmington, North Carolina, to assist his family in caring for
his sister and comes face to face with his tormented past and a dark family
secret.Despised by his father and haunted by his past, he ﬁghts to stay
above the ﬂood of childhood trauma while longing to return to the life he'd
built in New York City. But when the police exhaust all leads in his sister's
case, wheelchair-bound Martha refuses to let her case die and, with
Richard as her legs, insists on continuing the investigation herself, drawing
Richard into the darker side of Wilmington - a place of greed, violence, and
murder - where he, himself, becomes a primary murder suspect.
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PAST TENSE
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Bantam #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Family secrets come back to
haunt Jack Reacher in this electrifying thriller from “a superb craftsman of
suspense” (Entertainment Weekly). Jack Reacher hits the pavement and
sticks out his thumb. He plans to follow the sun on an epic trip across
America, from Maine to California. He doesn’t get far. On a country road
deep in the New England woods, he sees a sign to a place he has never
been: the town where his father was born. He thinks, What’s one extra
day? He takes the detour. At the same moment, in the same isolated area,
a car breaks down. Two young Canadians had been on their way to New
York City to sell a treasure. Now they’re stranded at a lonely motel in the
middle of nowhere. The owners seem almost too friendly. It’s a strange
place, but it’s all there is. The next morning, in the city clerk’s oﬃce,
Reacher asks about the old family home. He’s told no one named Reacher
ever lived in town. He’s always known his father left and never returned,
but now Reacher wonders, Was he ever there in the ﬁrst place? As Reacher
explores his father’s life, and as the Canadians face lethal dangers, strands
of diﬀerent stories begin to merge. Then Reacher makes a shocking
discovery: The present can be tough, but the past can be tense . . . and
deadly. Don’t miss a sneak peek of Lee Child’s novel Blue Moon in the back
of the book. Praise for Past Tense “Child is one writer who should never be
taken for granted.”—The New York Times Book Review “[Lee Child] shows
no signs of slowing down. . . . Reacher is a man for whom the phrase moral
compass was invented: His code determines his direction. . . . You need
Jack Reacher.”—The Atlantic “Superb . . . Child neatly interweaves multiple
narratives, ratchets up the suspense (the reveal of the motel plot is
delicious), and delivers a powerful, satisfying denouement. Fans will enjoy
learning more of this enduring character’s roots, and Child’s spare prose
continues to set a very high bar.”—Publishers Weekly (boxed and starred
review) “Another ﬁrst-class entry in a series that continues to set the gold
standard for aspiring thriller authors.”—Booklist (starred review) “With his
usual ﬂair for succinctness and eye for detail, Child creates another
rollicking Reacher road trip that will please fans and newcomers
alike.”—Library Journal (starred review)

BETTER OFF DEAD
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Bantam #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • THE BLOCKBUSTER JACK
REACHER SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE
STREAMING SERIES REACHER Digging graves had not been part of my plans
when I woke up that morning. Reacher goes where he wants, when he
wants. That morning he was heading west, walking under the merciless
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desert sun—until he comes upon a curious scene. A Jeep has crashed into
the only tree for miles around. A woman is slumped over the wheel. Dead?
No, nothing is what it seems. The woman is Michaela Fenton, an army
veteran turned FBI agent trying to ﬁnd her twin brother, who might be
mixed up with some dangerous people. Most of them would rather die than
betray their terrifying leader, who has burrowed his inﬂuence deep into the
nearby border town, a backwater that has seen better days. The
mysterious Dendoncker rules from the shadows, out of sight and under the
radar, keeping his dealings in the dark. He would know the fate of Fenton’s
brother. Reacher is good at ﬁnding people who don’t want to be found, so
he oﬀers to help, despite feeling that Fenton is keeping secrets of her own.
But a life hangs in the balance. Maybe more than one. But to bring
Dendoncker down will be the riskiest job of Reacher's life. Failure is not an
option, because in this kind of game, the loser is always better oﬀ dead.

THE VISITOR
(JACK REACHER 4)
Random House Two female army high-ﬂyers. Both acquainted with Jack
Reacher. Both forced to resign from the service. Now they're both dead.
Found in their own homes, naked, in a bath full of paint. Apparent victims
of an army man. A loner, a smart guy with a score to settle. A ruthless
vigilante. A man just like Jack Reacher. _________ Although the Jack Reacher
novels can be read in any order, The Visitor is the 4th in the series. And be
sure not to miss Reacher's newest adventure, no.26, Better oﬀ Dead!
***OUT NOW***

NO PLAN B
Random House The gripping new Jack Reacher thriller from the No.1
bestselling authors Lee Child and Andrew Child. When your name is Jack
Reacher, the truth is always worth doing time for. Gerrardsville, Colorado.
One tragic event. Two witnesses. Two conﬂicting accounts. One witness
sees a woman throw herself in front of a bus - clearly suicide. The other
witness is Jack Reacher. And he sees what really happened - a man in grey
hoodie and jeans, swift and silent as a shadow, pushing the victim to her
death, before grabbing her bag and sauntering away. Reacher follows the
killer, not knowing that this was no random act of violence. It is part of
something much bigger...a sinister, secret conspiracy, with powerful
people on the take, enmeshed in an elaborate plot that leaves no room for
error. If any step is compromised, the threat will have to be quickly and
permanently removed. Because when the threat is Reacher, there is No
Plan B... 'Perfectly plotted, with bigger twists than ever before' KARIN
SLAUGHTER 'The world's favourite hero packs an even harder punch than
ever' PETER JAMES Although the Jack Reacher novels can be read in any
order, No Plan B is the 27th book in the internationally bestselling series.
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PRE-ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

ECHO BURNING
Penguin Jack Reacher ﬁnds trouble in Texas in the ﬁfth novel in Lee Child’s
New York Times bestselling series. Thumbing across the scorched Texas
desert, Jack Reacher has nowhere to go and all the time in the world to get
there. Cruising the same stretch of two-lane blacktop is Carmen Greer. For
Reacher, the lift comes with a hitch. Carmen’s got a wild story to tell—all
about her husband, her family secrets, and a hometown that’s purely
gothic. She’s also got a plan. Reacher’s part of it. And before the sun sets,
this ride could cost them both their lives.

SECOND SON: A JACK REACHER STORY
Delacorte Press In this new short story from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Lee Child, available exclusively as an eBook, a young Jack Reacher
knows how to ﬁnish a ﬁght so it stays ﬁnished. He knows how to get the
job done so it stays done. And, in one of his earliest challenges, he knows
that his analytical brain is just as important as his impressive brawn.
Okinawa, 1974. Even at thirteen, Jack Reacher knows how to outwit and
overpower anyone who stands in his way. And as the new kid in town,
that’s pretty much everyone. His family has come to the Paciﬁc with his
father, who’s preparing for a top-secret Marine Corps operation. After
receiving a rude welcome from the local military brats, Reacher and his
older brother, Joe, intend to teach them a lesson they won’t forget. But it’s
soon clear that there’s more at stake than pride. When his family’s future
appears to come crumbling down, it’s the youngest Reacher who rises to
the occasion with all the decisive cunning and bravura that will one day be
his deadly trademark. Second Son also includes a thrilling excerpt from Lee
Child’s forthcoming novel, The Aﬀair.

THE HARD WAY
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Delacorte Press THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK REACHER
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE UPCOMING
STREAMING SERIES REACHER “The truth about Reacher gets better and
better. . . . This series [is] utterly addictive.”—Janet Maslin, The New York
Times Jack Reacher was alone, the way he liked it, soaking up the hot,
electric New York City night, watching a man cross the street to a parked
Mercedes and drive it away. The car contained one million dollars in
ransom money because Edward Lane, the man who paid it, would do
anything to get his family back. Lane runs a highly illegal soldiers-for-hire
operation. He will use any tool to ﬁnd his beautiful wife and child. And Jack
Reacher is the best manhunter in the world. On the trail of vicious
kidnappers, Reacher learns the chilling secrets of his employer’s past . . .
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and of a horriﬁc drama in the heart of a nasty little war. He knows that
Edward Lane is hiding something. Something dirty. Something big. But
Reacher also knows this: He’s already in way too deep to stop now. And if
he has to do it the hard way, he will. This edition contains an excerpt from
Lee Child’s Bad Luck and Trouble.

THE KILL ARTIST
Penguin From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Other
Woman comes the ﬁrst novel in the thrilling series featuring legendary
assassin Gabriel Allon. Immersed in the quiet, meticulous life of an art
restorer, former Israeli intelligence operative Gabriel Allon keeps his past
well behind him. But now he is being called back into the game—and
teamed with an agent who hides behind her own mask...as a beautiful
fashion model. Their target: a cunning terrorist on one last killing spree, a
Palestinian zealot who played a dark part in Gabriel’s past. And what
begins as a manhunt turns into a globe-spanning duel fueled by both
political intrigue and deep personal passions...

MYSTERY WRITERS OF AMERICA PRESENTS VENGEANCE
Mulholland Books When a diﬀerent kind of justice is needed---swift,
eﬀective, and personal---a new type of avenger must take action.
VENGEANCE features new stories by bestselling crime writers including Lee
Child, Michael Connelly, Dennis Lehane, and Karin Slaughter, as well as
some of today's brightest rising talents. The heroes in these stories include
a cop who's seen too much, a woman who has been pushed too far, or just
an ordinary person doing what the law will not. Some call them vigilantes,
others claim they are just another brand of criminal. Edited and with an
introduction by Lee Child, these stories reveal the shocking consequences
when men and women take the law into their own hands. Full list of
contributors: Alafair Burke Lee Child Michael Connelly Mike Cooper
Brendan DuBois Jim Fusilli Michelle Gagnon Darrell James C.E. Lawrence
Dennis Lehane Steve Liskow Rick McMahan Adam Meyer Dreda Say Mitchell
Michael Niemann Twist Phelan Zoë Sharp Karin Slaughter Orest Stelmach
Anne Swardson Janice Law Trecker

THRILLER 3: LOVE IS MURDER
MIRA This edge-of-your-seat anthology, written exclusively by members of
International Thriller Writers, Inc., features 30 tales of suspense from
today's hottest writers, including Allison Brennan's Lucy Kincaid as she
rescues a man from drowning only to discover that he is in far greater
danger on land.

BLOOD, SALT, WATER
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AN ALEX MORROW NOVEL
Little, Brown Detective Alex Morrow discovers that the darkest secrets
never stay buried as she investigates the criminal underbelly of a
seemingly tranquil seaside town. For reasons she can't quite explain, Alex
Morrow is addicted to watching surveillance footage of Roxanna
Fuentecilla--a gorgeous Spanish mother of two, in a tempestuous
relationship with her boyfriend, who recently relocated to Glasgow under
mysterious circumstances. She is also Morrow's prime suspect in an
investigation that resembles a soap opera, ﬁlled with glamorous jetsetters
and enough money to interest the highest levels of law enforcement. Until
Roxanna vanishes. Morrow traces Roxanna's steps to Helensburgh, a
sleepy, picturesque seaside community. But behind the idyllic Victorian
homes and quaint storefronts, darkness lurks. Home to a man with blood
on his hands who is haunted by guilt, a mysterious woman with ulterior
motives back in town for the ﬁrst time in decades, a sexually frustrated
restaurateur looking to blow oﬀ steam, and a crew of vicious small-time
gangsters blindly following orders, it's a town ruled by base instincts
where no one is quite what they seem. And it's the perfect place to get rid
of someone. When she uncovers an unsettling connection to Roxanna's job
back in Glasgow, Morrow suspects that her missing person is more than a
white-collar criminal on the lam--she may also be a victim caught up in a
sophisticated conspiracy that stretches far beyond Helensburgh and is
more personal than Morrow ever imagined. As the truth rises to the
surface and the conﬂicts that lie beneath Helensburgh's calm waters
threaten to explode, Morrow must ﬁnd Roxanna before any hope of solving
the case disappears with her. A gripping tale of greed, power, and
vengeance, Blood, Salt, Water is a masterful crime novel from Denise Mina
that conﬁrms her reputation as "one of the genre's brights stars" (George
Pelecanos).

ONE SHOT
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Random House Digital, Inc. THE CASE IS A COMPLEX BATTLEFIELD; BUT, AS
ALWAYS, IN BATTLE, REACHER IS AT HIS BEST.

LEE CHILD'S JACK REACHER BOOKS 1-6
Penguin For the ﬁrst time—the ﬁrst six explosive novels in Lee Child's #1
New York Times bestselling Jack Reacher series—now together in one ebook package! He never looks for trouble... But trouble never stops looking
for him. KILLING FLOOR Ex-military policeman Jack Reacher isn’t in the
small town of Margrave, Georgia for less than an hour before he’s arrested
for murder. Not much of a welcome. All Reacher knows is that he didn’t kill
anybody. At least not lately. But he doesn’t stand a chance of convincing
anyone. Not a chance in hell... DIE TRYING When a woman is kidnapped oﬀ
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a Chicago street in broad daylight, Jack Reacher is unlucky enough to be
taken with her. They’re at the mercy of a group of men demanding an
impossible ransom. Because Reacher’s female companion is worth more
than he imagines. Now he has to save them both—from the inside out—or
die trying… TRIPWIRE Reacher’s anonymity in Florida is shattered by an
investigator who’s looking for him. But soon after his arrival, the man is
murdered. Retracing the PI’s trail back to New York, Reacher wants to ﬁnd
out who was looking for him—and why. But he never expected the reasons
to be so personal...or lethal. RUNNING BLIND Across the country, women
are being murdered, victims of a disciplined and clever killer who leaves no
evidence, no fatal wounds, no signs of struggle, and no apparent motive.
They are truly perfect crimes. In fact, there’s only one thing that links the
victims...Jack Reacher. ECHO RUNNING Thumbing across the scorched
Texas desert, Jack Reacher has nowhere to go and all the time in the world
to get there. Cruising the same stretch of two-lane blacktop is Carmen
Greer. For Reacher, a lift comes with a hitch. Carmen’s got a wild
story—about her husband, her family, and a hometown that’s pure gothic.
She’s also got a plan for all of them. And now Reacher’s part of it...
WITHOUT FAIL Skilled, cautious, and anonymous, Jack Reacher is perfect
for the job: assassinate the vice president of the United States. In theory,
that is. A female Secret Service agent wants Reacher to ﬁnd the holes in
her system, and fast—because a covert group already has the vice
president in their sights. And they've planned for everything...except for
Reacher.

THE VISITOR
Random House "Sergeant Amy Callan and Lieutenant Caroline Cook have a
lot in common. They're both army career women, they're both victims of
sexual harrassment by their superiors, they're both forced to resign from
the service. And now they're both dead. Only Jack Reacher can discover
their killer."--Publisher's description.

BAD LUCK AND TROUBLE
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Delacorte Press THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK REACHER
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE UPCOMING
STREAMING SERIES REACHER “Electrifying . . . this series [is] utterly
addictive.”—Janet Maslin, The New York Times From a helicopter high
above the California desert, a man is sent free-falling into the night. On the
streets of Portland, Jack Reacher is pulled out of his wandering life and
plunged into the heart of a conspiracy that is killing old friends . . . and the
people he once trusted with his life. Reacher is the ultimate loner—no
phone, no ties, no address. But a woman from his old military unit has
found him using a signal only the eight members of their elite team would
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know. Then she tells him a terrifying story about the brutal death of a man
they both served with. Soon Reacher is reuniting with the survivors of his
team, scrambling to unravel the sudden disappearance of two other
comrades. But Reacher won’t give up—because in a world of bad luck and
trouble, when someone targets Jack Reacher and his team, they’d better
be ready for what comes right back at them.

JACK REACHER'S RULES
Delacorte Press Jack Reacher’s Rules is the ultimate fan’s guide to the
World of Reacher! Featuring selections from all seventeen electrifying Jack
Reacher novels and an introduction from Lee Child himself, this one-of-akind book compiles timeless advice from maverick former army cop Jack
Reacher, the hero of Lee Child’s blockbuster thrillers and now the star of a
major motion picture. My name is Jack Reacher. No middle name, no
address. I’ve got a rule: People mess with me at their own risk. You don’t
have to break the rules if you make the rules. Case in point: Jack Reacher,
the two-ﬁsted, quick-witted, “current poster-boy of American crime ﬁction”
(Los Angeles Times). The brainchild of #1 New York Times bestselling
author Lee Child, Reacher is a freelance troubleshooter with a mysterious
past—and a serious passion for justice. Now the hard-won knowledge and
hard-hitting strategies of ﬁction’s toughest tough guy are within every
thriller reader’s reach—in a rapid-ﬁre rundown of the trade secrets, triedand-true tricks, and time-honored tactics that separate the man in the
street from the man to beat. Rule 1. When in doubt, drink coﬀee. Rule 2.
Never volunteer for anything. Rule 3. Don’t break the furniture. Rule 4.
Only one woman at a time. Rule 5. Show them what they’re messing with.
Please note: Jack Reacher’s Rules is a compilation of advice, wisdom, and
facts from the Jack Reacher series of novels by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Lee Child. It features an introduction by Lee Child, but is
not a Jack Reacher novel.

THE SENTINEL
A JACK REACHER NOVEL
Dell #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • THE BLOCKBUSTER JACK REACHER
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE
STREAMING SERIES REACHER Jack Reacher is back! The “utterly addictive”
(The New York Times) series continues as acclaimed author Lee Child
teams up with his brother, Andrew Child, fellow thriller writer
extraordinaire. “One of the many great things about Jack Reacher is that
he’s larger than life while remaining relatable and believable. The Sentinel
shows that two Childs are even better than one.”—James Patterson As
always, Reacher has no particular place to go, and all the time in the world
to get there. One morning he ends up in a town near Pleasantville,
Tennessee. But there’s nothing pleasant about the p
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